Carta®-MES
For an efficient seamless tubes production process

Success in the market for seamless tubes depends to a great extent on highest efficiency in production and a constant level
of high product quality. SMS group’s Carta®-MES system helps manufacturers to achieve these goals. It allows total control of
production planning and management (level 2 and 3).

your advantages
With the Carta®-MES management execution system…
 the production process becomes more efficient.
 you gain total control of production planning and management.
 you get an integrated energy management and optimization module.
 you achieve real time tracking.
 you can ensure production quality and a stable production.
 you benefit from SMS group‘s know-how.

A step ahead
Increasing efficiency and competitiveness

Carta® (Computer Aided Rolling Technology Application) is the
technology control and planning system from SMS group for
seamless tube production. Whether it‘s a piercing mill, PQF® mill
or a sizing/stretch-reducing mill – the system covers the entire
process chain, providing reliable support with process planning,
process management and tool management. Now, SMS group
provides a further stage of the well-established system – the
new Carta®-MES (Manufacturing Execution System).
more efficiency in production
With Carta®-MES manufacturers achieve new levels in seamless tube production. The system increases efficiency and
provides total control of production planning and management.
Carta®-MES offers an integrated energy management and
optimization module. Real time tracking of the orders and the
single product during all production phases is possible – from
billet preparation to finishing area. Overall, Carta®-MES ensures
a stable seamless tube production and production quality.

Furthermore, the system includes options to test new
products. A remote connection via secure VPN allows quick
support by experienced SMS group experts, no matter
where the plant is located. In the future it will be possible
to have data access via a web interface (e.g. smartphones).
integrated solution
with added value
The Carta®-MES system collects data from levels 2 and 3.
This makes all process steps transparent and fully
controllable. As plant engineering expert SMS group also
provides detailed support with the day-to-day use and interpretation of Carta ®-MES. The service technicians recognize optimization potentials in the process chain and initiate
the necessary measures. As a result, operators stabilize
the rolling process, improve tube quality and save energy.
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Sophisticated process control
and management
Carta®-MES interfaces with Carta® and all other technology
systems which are involved in the production process. Plant
operators use the production supervision system to automatically control and set process settings. By collecting
all relevant information from all single stations, measuring
systems and the ERP-system, Carta®-MES successfully
monitors the real efficiency of the plant. All information can
be distributed to pre-defined persons, such as the management board or the plant manager. Additionally, Carta®-MES
adds an efficient energy control plugin.
Great transparency
for a stable process
The online monitoring of the plant production process
with Carta®-MES is achieved by a constant information
exchange with the ERP-systems. For the statistical data
analysis Carta®-MES automatically creates tailored reports
and draws information from a historical database – a highly
sophisticated process performance evaluation is guaranteed. Just in case something goes wrong in the production
process, operators will instantly receive a warning message.
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